


































Meeting 1 (January 17, 2014, 1-3pm, Bldg 32 Rm E103/109):  
• Introduction
• Maneuver Timeline
• CARA/JSpOC Maneuver Planning
• Recent Changes and Improvements
Meeting 2 (March 20, 2014, 1-3pm EDT, Bldg 16W, Rm 76/80):
• FDS Maneuver Process
• Aqua and Aura FOT Maneuver Process 
• Terra FOT Maneuver Process
Meeting 3 (March 26, 2014, 1-4pm EDT, Bldg 34, Rm W150):
• Explanation of High Accuracy Satellite Drag Model and Space Weather – by Matt Hejduk
Meeting 4 (April 30, 2014, 1-4pm EDT, Bldg 32, Rm E103/109):
• Case Study #1: Routine Risk Mitigation Maneuver (RMM) Planning 
• Case Study #2:  Aqua vs Debris 34510
• Case Study #3:  Terra vs COSMOS 1174 Debris (12343) 
Meeting 5 (June 11, 2014, 3-5pm EDT, Bldg 32, Rm E103/109):
• Provide Request For Action (RFA) Status - Review Previous Action Items
• Capture Recommendations























































































9ESMO Maneuver Process Review 
ESMO Concerns (1 of 2)
Limited Resources (JSpOC/CARA Staffing and System Access)
• JSpOC system is schedule driven with limited opportunities for CARA to access the data. Outside ESMO ability 
to change.






















ESMO Maneuver Process Review 




























































• Owner/Operator (O/O) Ephemeris vs JSpOC’s Astrodynamics Support Workstation (ASW) 
differences
• Maturity of Space Weather predictions (Outside Scope of Review)
– Accuracy of Solar Event Arrival Times
– Accuracy of Atmospheric Density Predictions
• Preparedness for significant increase in Catalog size (Outside Scope of Review ‐ future concern)
– Future debris generating events
– New missions, cubesats launched/released near ESMO missions
– Ability to track smaller debris (Space Fence)
15
Case Studies
• For each of the Case Studies, the Board members are requested to:
– Review sequence of events
– Verify corrective actions and process improvements already identified 
are appropriate 
– Provide any additional corrective actions and process improvements
– Recommend any additional corrective actions and process 
improvements 
• Case Studies:
– Case Study #1:  Terra vs Object 09040
Routine Risk Mitigation Maneuver (RMM) Planning Example
– Case Study #2:  Aqua vs Object 34510  
The routine Aqua Delta‐V Maneuver performed on October 23, 2013 resulted in 
an unexpected High Interest Event (HIE) 36 hours post maneuver requiring an 
emergency RMM
– Case Study #3:  Terra vs Object 12343 
Executed RMM on March 24, 2013 which failed to mitigate Conjunction, required 
planning 2nd RMM for same Conjunction
